
 

 

I’ve told the truth and you can see for yourself how it has served me.” The question of what is 

truth and what is not is at the heart of Burial Rites. Discuss. 

Ulrika Li 

Set against the backdrop of the extremely cold and harsh environment of Iceland, Hannah Kent’s 

historical novel Burial Rites explores the multi-faceted dimensions of truth and the impact of truth to 

both individuals and society. Through the counter-narratives of Agnes, Toti, Margret and the Sagas, 

Kent attempts to show the subjectivity of truth in the unrelenting recollection of Agnes, journey, 

juxtaposing the historical documents’ biased truth that dictates the life and death of Agnes with 

Kent’s perspective of Agnes’ story to elicit readers’ sympathy. Combatting the official truth that 

vilifies Agnes and gives her a permanent record of “a witch” and “a murderess”, Kent provides a 

more ambiguous portrayal of Agnes’ life, rescuing her reputation by positioning the reader to see 

the humanity of her and the injustice that she receives in the patriarchal society through Agnes’ own 

voice. 

Through the vilifying historical records that manipulates Agnes’ life and death, Kent reveals the 

biased nature of truth in the patriarchal society, suggesting to the reader that the truth determined 

by the authority victimises the powerless people in Iceland. Kent explores the absolute manipulation 

of the powerful Blondal, denoted by his “silver buttons” and “red coat, when he condemns Agnes as 

“the madwoman” and “the witch caught in her own fateful weaving”, even when Agnes has “told 

the truth”, Blondal distorts the perception of Agnes’ character and “served [her]” with a permanent 

reputation of “murderess”. In addition, through the depiction of Blondal’s authority and high status, 

Kent asserts that it is this power that allows him to twist the truth, transforming his mere opinion 

into historical facts. Through the matter-of fact and aloof tone in the official auction that “all this will 

be sold if a decent offer is presented”, Kent reveals to her modern day reader the worthlessness of 

servant class women and their powerlessness nature to rule their own life in a society that assumes 

highly on money and financial value. Hence through the portrayal of Blondal’s authority and the 

patriarchal society’s manipulation on the powerless, especially women, Kent positions her present 

day reader to question the reliability of the official truth in history and thus sympathise with Agnes’ 

difficult circumstances. 

In combatting the official truth that is permanently stained in the slanderous historical documents, 

Kent intends to rescue Agnes’ reputation by giving back her voice in the first-person narration of 

Agnes, inviting the reader to consider the mitigating factors in her life and leaving another possibility 

of truth to Agnes’ story. ‘Considering her illegitimacy’, Agnes’ life as an ‘illegitimate’ servant woman, 

results from her biological father Jón’s refusal to give her his name and the substitution of the 

servant Magnús’ name, forcing her to live under ‘a lie for a father’. Hence Kent shows that Agnes’ life 

is based on lies and deceits, making her life as a “hapless servant” ultimately inescapable. Kent 

further emphasises the subjectivity of truth through the juxtaposition of Sigga and Agnes’ treatment 

from men. Unlike the “dumb and pretty” Sigga who is sympathised by Blondal and men in society, 

Blondal neglects the possibility of Agnes’ innocence when he thinks that Agnes’ does not conform to 

the stereotype and contains an “excellent intellect”. Blondal’s false conclusion that Agnes “picked up 

the knife and killed Natan” forbids Agnes to speak her own side of story, or even alters “everything 

that [she] said until it was a story that wasn’t [her] own”. Kent’s depiction of Agnes’ life of deceit 

since childhood reshapes the reader’s impression on Agnes, allowing them to sympathise with the 

harsh circumstances that she has to endure. 

Alongside with Toti and Margret’s transformation, the reader too is able to see the integrity and 

inner morals that Agnes carries when her humanity and worth is at last acknowledged by people 



 

 

that listen to her own side of story, albeit that the real truth is not yet justified in the Icelandic 

society. As a “callow” Priest, Toti deepens his understanding of Agnes from “the condemned 

requires means other than religious rebuke” to a more sympathetic and general approach 

conduces a more intimate friendship. Tóti’s eventual realisation “she doesn’t look like a 

criminal” dignifies Agnes, encouraging her reader to side more with Kent’s interpretation of 

truth in Agnes’ story, far from being bluntly labelled as “a murderess”. Similar to Toti’s 

gratification of Agnes’ spiritual worth, Margrét’s transformation recognises Agnes’ humanity. 

Margrét associates her with the word ‘criminal’ and wonders “what sort of woman kills men?”. 

However, as Magrét’s own health deteriorates and her own death appears imminent, “in good 

time I’ll be dead”, Margrét feels a growing empathy for Agnes when she sees her innocence, 

“she’s a landless work maid raised on porridge of moss and poverty” and is willing to ‘unlock the 

iron’ to free her. By including the counternarratives of Toti and Margret, Kent provides a more 

sympathetic portrayal to Agnes’ life, positioning the reader to understand that the notion of 

what is true and what is not necessarily an indicator of a person’s humanity and worth.  

While Kent notion of truth is central in Burial Rites, Kent combats the official, one-dimensional 

truth by reaffirming Agnes’ spiritual worth and humanity through the multi-layered narratives of 

Agnes, Toti and Margret, positioning the reader to consider the mitigating circumstances that 

were absent in the historical documents. By giving Agnes back her voice, Burial Rites conveys to 

the modern day audience that the determination of one’s true morals and human existence is 

beyond the boundaries of what is true and what is not. 

 

 


